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Accessories


Browse the accessories guide, to explore the range of products made to work with the BBC micro:bit
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Supplier
Kitronik
0.25W 8 Ohm 40mm Thin Speaker
Sound and Music | Speakers

This is the perfect speaker for projects that produce sound but where space is tight or where the speaker needs to be discreet. These speakers work well with the BBC micro:bit; you can code the micro:bit to play music or emit a beep as an alarm and t…






Supplier
Shenzhen YahBoom Technology Co.,Ltd 
16 in 1 Building:bit Super kit
Robotics | Robot kits

16-in-1 superkit programmable building block kit is designed based on BBC micro:bit, which is composed of Super:bit expansion board, building block servo, Building block motor, battery and 358 building block parts.

We combine building blocks with el…






Supplier
Adafruit Industries
2x40 Right Angle Edge Connector for micro:bit
Electronics | Adaptors

This is a connector that fits directly to the edge contacts of a BBC micro:bit. The connector has 80 pins, but because of the different widths of the micro:bit edge contacts, some of the micro:bit contacts will map to more than one of this connector'…






Supplier
Elecfreaks Technology Ltd
32 IN 1 Wonder Building Kit
Electronics | Starter kits

micro:bit Wonder Building Kit focuses on the bricks expansions with 32 projects available in our WIKI, and it gives you more chances to create more projects. Packed with different electronic sensors such as the Line-following sensor, the Sonar:bit an…






Supplier
MonkMakes
7-Segment
Displays | LED and lights

The 7-Segment for micro:bit is a four digit 7 segment
display for micro:bit. You can use it to display numbers, but it can also display letters and other characters, albeit with the limits imposed by the 7 segments of each digit. 
Powered directly fr…






Supplier
Kitronik
:CREATE Proto Board For microbit
Electronics | Breakout boards

Create prototype circuits using surface mount and/or conventional components with the :CREATE Proto Board for the microbit. The design features a twin grid system that allows for circuits to be made of a mixture of surface mount and through hole. Tha…






Supplier
Kitronik
:GAME Controller for micro:bit
Gaming | Game controllers

The Kitronik :GAME Controller for the micro:bit is a retro gaming accessory for the micro:bit. It is a programmable gamepad-style controller enabling a better gaming experience on the micro:bit itself, or the ability to control other devices over mic…






Supplier
Kitronik
:GAME ZIP 64 for the micro:bit
Gaming | Game controllers

The Kitronik :GAME ZIP 64 is the ultimate retro gaming accessory for the micro:bit. It has been designed to be an all in one hand held gaming platform, which also includes a built in, 64 (8x8) individually addressable full colour ZIP LED, screen.

It…






Supplier
Kitronik
:KLEF Piano for the micro:bit
Sound and Music | Sound accessories

Compose a monophonic microbit musical masterpiece with the Kitronik :KLEF Piano for the micro:bit. It features 15 capacitive touch pads, with 13 arranged as a single octave and 2 up down function buttons that can allow you to shift octaves.

:KLEF …






Supplier
Kitronik
:MOVE Mini Buggy Kit for micro:bit
Robotics | Robot kits

The Kitronik :MOVE Mini Buggy Kit for the micro:bit provides a fun introduction to robotics. The :MOVE Mini is a 2 wheeled robot that is suitable for autonomous operation, remote control projects via a Bluetooth application or being controlled using …






Supplier
Kitronik
:MOVE Motor
Robotics | Robot vehicles

Code a feature packed robot controlled by the BBC micro:bit.
No tools required!
To get you off to a racing start, we have included a quick start guide,
with links to online tutorials, challenges & more.
Simply dock your BBC micro:bit, and gain access…






Supplier
Adafruit Industries
Adafruit Bonsai Buckaroo - micro:bit & CLUE Plant Care Helper
Environmental sensors | Sensor boards

We can’t wait for spring to arrive, and we’re looking forward to caring for some plants! We designed this little add-on for micro:bit or CLUE boards – bolt it on with 5 screws to get a buzzer/beeper, motor driver, and breakouts for connecting a soil …






Supplier
Adafruit Industries
Adafruit CRICKIT for micro:bit
Robotics | Robotics boards

Plug your :bit into the 40 pin edge connector and start controlling motors, servos, solenoids. You also get signal pins, capacitive touch sensors, a NeoPixel driver and amplified speaker output. It complements & extends micro:bit so you can still use…






Supplier
Adafruit Industries
Adafruit DragonTail for micro:bit - Fully Assembled
Electronics | Breakout boards

This breakout board has the card-edge connector for your micro:bit, and then breaks out all the pads so that it can be plugged in to any solderless breadboard. You even get two pads for the power railing! It comes fully assembled - no soldering requi…






Supplier
Kitronik
All-in-one Robotics Board for micro:bit
Robotics | Robotics boards

Take your micro:bit robotics builds to the next level with the Kitronik All-in-one Robotics Board for the micro:bit. The All-in-one Robotics Board enables the BBC micro:bit (connected via a standard card slot connector) to drive 4 motors (or 2 steppe…






Supplier
4tronix
AngleBit
Electronics | Adaptors

This great little adaptor lets you change the oritentation of your BBC micro:bit from horizontal to vertical, or vice versa. As an added bonus, there are 2 connectors on the board so that you can insert the micro:bit either way round. This allows you…






Supplier
Shenzhen YahBoom Technology Co.,Ltd 
Arm:bit
Robotics | Robot arms

This Arm:bit is made up of 537 blocks and 4 durable building blocks. The user can control it to complete the 4 degrees of freedom operation and pick up the items by the Android/iOS mobile APP. Its biggest feature is that the base of Arm:bit adopts an…






Supplier
Pimoroni Ltd
automation:bit
Electronics | Breakout boards

Control and monitor your world with automation:bit! It's tolerant of up to 24V, with analog and digital inputs, outputs, and a relay, so it's ideal for automating low-voltage systems in your home.






Supplier
Shenzhen YahBoom Technology Co.,Ltd 
Basic game handle
Gaming | Game controllers

This handle is small and easy to carry. The joystick, button, buzzer, vibration motor, and other modules are integrated on the handle, users can achieve play music, making games and so on by micro:bit programming. It can be used to complete some funn…






Supplier
BrilliantLABS
bboard
Electronics | Breakout boards

Please meet the new Brilliant Labs b.Board!  An Atlantic Canadian open source electronics hardware prototyping platform.  Designed to be accessible to creators, researchers and inventors of all ages.  Using this fun interactive device you can bring y…
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